
FAR-RIGHT RACIST AND ANTI-SEMITIC ORGANIZATIONS

ACTIVE IN THE MIDDLE WEST
AND IOWA

Far-right racist and anti-Semitic organizations and individuals
are currently engaged in a campaign across the rural Midwest.
They are using a variety of organizational techniques to gain
converts to their cause. Their activity has spread to a wider
strata of the rural population and has become increasingly more
sophisticated in the last several years. This campaign has
attempted to bring to the forefront the latent tendencies of
hate and scapegoating that have/ historically/ inhabited the
American body politic. In many instances this effort has dressed
what is fundamentally an anti-democratic message and vicious
hate campaign in the clothes of concern for family farmers.
Unfortunately/ there is evidence that this campaign has had
some success.

These Far-right groups are not interested in any particular
piece of legislation/ and they are only peripherally interested
in who the personalities in government are. They are not interested
in a stronger police system or "law and order". In fact/ they
think the White House/ the Congress/ the courts/ the media and
the economy are all run by an international Jewish conspiracy.
The members of the Far Right don't want to change the laws,
they want to break the laws. Their ultimate vision of society
is to turn everything inside out and establish the unquestioned
rule of a white/ Christian dictatorship.

A great many of Iowa's farmers and rural residents/ just like
their counterparts throughout the region/ are now facing a severe
economic and social crisis. And/ as the crisis deepens and
spreads beyond the fields and fencerows of rural Iowa/ an increase
in unemployment/ small business failures and a decline in produc-
tivity in certain sectors of the economy is the result-
It is in the context of this economic and social dislocation
that groups like the Posse Comitatus/ the National Agricultural
Press Association/ the Iowa Society for Educated Citizens and
the Populist Party have emerged.

Because it is difficult to develop a strict quantitative analysis
of a movement that operates essentially in secret/ an exact
count of the numbers of individuals involved does not exist.
It is our best estimate that the racist and anti-Semitic movement
has between 2000 - 5000 hard-core activists in the Great Plains/
Midwest and between seven and ten sympathizers for each activist.
And/ while the potential is great for this cancer to spread
even farther within the democratic fabric of our country/ a
very real danger already exists. Stockpiling of weapons and
ammunition is an increasing phenomenon. And the speed with
which potential danger turns to real tragedy is exemplified
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by the killing of two Federal Marshals by Posse farmer Gordon
Kahl, Kahl's own subsequent death in 1983, the death of Nebraska
farmer Arthur Kirk in a Shootout in 1984 and the torture and
murder of a five year-old child and a 25 year-old man by Posse
members on a southeast Nebraska farm in 1985.

It is important to differentiate between groups such as the
National Agricultural Press Association (NAPA), the Populist
Party and the Posse-type organizations that have deliberately
sought to cultivate a popular following/ particularly among
distressed farmers/ and groups like The Order or white supremacist
Aryan Nations. Both of these latter organizations have explicitly
rejected the strategy of trying to develop a mass base. And/
while the 1985 arrests of members of The Order have been a setback
to that portion of the neo-Nazi movement/ the far-right organizations
that are now attempting to win a mass following among rural
people have been relatively unaffected.

CONSTITUTIONAL FUNDAMENTALISM AND THE POSSE COMITATUS

The Posse Comitatus - which/ translated from Latin/ means "the
power of the county" - has been known variously as the Sheriff's
Posse Comitatus/ the Christian Posse and a number of other close
derivatives. For simplicity's sake we will refer to it as the
Posse. Although it was begun in 1969 by a former Silver Shirt
member in Portland/ Oregon/ the Posse didn't really begin to
grow until 1973. In a Federal Bureau of Investigation report
in September/ 1976/ the Posse was described as "a loose-knit
national organization". The FBI report said its "investigation
has determined that there have been 78 known SPC chapters
during the last two years in 23 states Generally speaking/
the Posse appears to draw rural people the movement does
not appear to be declining the movement will/ in all likelihood/
increase in certain sections of the country".

The Posse's philosophy is heavily oriented towards a fundamentalist
interpretation of the United States Constitution and political
tracts from the time of our country's founding. Posse members
believe that America is not rightfully a democracy at all/ but
a Christian Republic/ and that the Constitution is solely derived
from a divinely-inspired Bible. They believe that most statutory
law is "unconstitutional" and that what they call "Christian
Common Law" is the ultimate authority. The belief that the
only constitutional form of money is gold or silver and that
the Federal Reserve System and the income tax are unconsti-
tutional/ is actively promoted. As a result/ many Posse members
become involved in disputes with the IRS and other government
agencies.

In addition to the arguments made about the Constitution can be
found attacks on the Federal Reserve. But until recently it
did not occupy a place on the Far Right agenda any more important



than opposition to the income tax/ which was viewed as an instrument
of "communist" domination. But the high interest rates that
began to harden in the economy during the late 1970's provided
the Far Right with an opportunity to seize the Federal Reserve
as a potentially popular issue. As the agricultural crisis
of the eighties developed/ the Far Right has made every effort
to make the Federal Reserve a cutting edge issue for their work
with farmers. In a typical article in the March 25/ 1985 edition
of the Washington-based Liberty Lobby's monthly tabloid "The
Spotlight"/ Ruth Nichols wrote:

"....I realized I had vital information on a horrendous
premeditated plot to rob farmers of their land. The
dimensions of this dastardly scheme stagger the imagination;
so cunningly conceived and so clerverly executed.... that
not a breath of scandal has been directed toward the
perpetrators/ the Federal Reserve System."

Ruth Nichols is the founder and publisher of Farm Tempo U.S.A./
a quarterly newspaper published out of Clarinda, Iowa and devoted
to agricultural issues. She is also identified in The Spotlight
as the editor and publisher of the official publication of Redeem
Our Country/ an organization which is a broad united effort
of the Far Right that organizes against the Federal Reserve.
But Farm Tempo itself is not identified with the Far Right/
although many of the Far Right's issues and tactics are found
in its pages. Instead/ Farm Tempo presents itself as a mouthpiece
for other farm organizations/ and does so cleverly without
their consent, such as in the May/June/ 1984 issue where/ in
banner headlines, it proclaimed itself as "supporting the newly
formed Iowa Farm Unity Coalition". Representatives of the Iowa
Farm Coalition, a broad-based and mainstream activist group
that stands in opposition to the Far Right agenda, were never
contacted by Nichols to ask their consent regarding the "endorsement"

Christian Identity

Undergirding the economic and political theories of the radical
right can often be found the religious beliefs of Christian
Identity. And, since William Potter Gale and his Identity "ministry"
in Mariposa, California were part of the Posse's organizing
efforts from the very beginning, there has always been a hard,
hate-filled edge to the quaint theories about the Constitution.
Posse ideas about gold and silver were cross-fertilized with
Identity beliefs about Jews being the Children of Satan, people
of color being "pre-Adamic", white Christian Aryans being direct
descendants of "the House of Israel", and America being the
Biblical "promised land". Identity adherents often stockpile
weapons and ammunition in expectation that the Biblical "End
Times" of Armageddon are near.

Identity theology binds the Posse-type groups to other sections
of the neo-Nazi movement in the United States. Important sections
of the Ku Klux Klan/ the Aryan Nations and other groups have
adopted Identity theology.
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The Iowa Society for Educated Citizens

Today it is difficult to find anyone who will openly admit to
being a Posse member. Therefore/ it is more accurate to call
these organizations "Posse-type" groups/ in that they adhere
to the basic tenets of Constitutional Fundamentalism and reject
the authority of government and law enforcement agents/ agencies
and institutions.

One such Posse-type group/ which now calls itself the Iowa Society
for Educated Citizens (ISEC)/ has been meeting regularly under
various names since approximately 1976. The Society's founder/
Harold Francisco, who described himself as an "unemployed housewares
salesman" in a September 29/ 1985 interview with the Des Moines
Register/ is from Pleasant Valley.

The Society holds monthly meetings at the Colony House restaurant
off Interstate 80 near Iowa City/ which attract from 50 to 125
participants. In addition to its gatherings at the Colony
House/ ISEC has sponsored and promoted meetings elsewhere throughout
the state: in Waterloo, Elk Run Heights/ Ottumwa/ Davenport
and Bettendorf. At one such meeting held on October 21/ 1985/
approximately 100 participants attended a seminar given by George
Gordon at the Brady Street Holiday Inn in Davenport. Gordon/
who is the founder of the Isabella/ Missouri based group "Barristers
Inn"/ gave presentations in Ottumwa and Ankeny as well. Gordon's
information is often geared to farmers in financial trouble/
with a heavy emphasis on his own fundamentalist interpretation
of the Constitution. Gordon advocates rescinding one's "contractual
relationship with the government" and/ as a first step in that
direction/ he often encourages his listeners to return their
driver's licenses to the Department of Motor Vehicles. Such
tactics are/ according to law enforcement officials/ typical
of the Posse Comitatus. The Society also publishes a monthly
newsletter which/ perhaps even more than its regular discussions
of conspiracy and the Constitution/ reveals its true orientation.
For example/ in the July/ 1985 issue of its newsletter it quoted:

"The Jews work more effectively against us than the enemy's
armies. They are a hundred times more dangerous to our
liberties and the great cause we are engaged in. It is
much to be lamented that each State/ long ago/ has not
hunted them down as pests to society and the greatest enemies
we have to the happiness of America."

Also contained in that same July issue was a four-page section
entitled "Posse Comitatus—The Power of the People" which reads/
in part:

"There have been recent instances of group action by neighbors
with firearms who were successful in preventing violations
of the law/ and those who were protected were very thankful
for the action taken. Why should we endure lawless communities
and lawless government? Every county should have/ and
is entitled to/ a POSSE COMITATUSI I!" (no emphasis added)
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More recently/ in the November Society newsletter/ the question
was posed/ "Is Segregation a Crime?":

"Does it insult Blacks if a White prefers to be with Whites?
Does it insult Whites if a Black prefers to be with Blacks?
And/ carrying the logic a bit further/ would it be wrong
for a Christian (either black or white) to prefer to separate
(sic) from non-Christians?.... How large a chunk of our
freedom is being lost to these rabid integrationists?"

The Society is representative of many groups throughout the
region that use a cloak of false patriotism to disguise their
anti-democratic agenda of race-hatred and anti-Semitism. The
Iowa farmers and others who participate in ISEC functions are
often attracted to the group on the basis of the knowledge and
information about the legal system that is allegedly offered.
One can only speculate about the degree to which the other messages/
such as are reprinted above/ are absorbed. The appeal/ however/
of simple solutions and scapegoating/ particularly for farmers
in distress/ should not be underestimated.

The Upright Ostrich

The Upright Ostrich is a periodical that associates itself with
the tax protest movement and the campaign for "honest" or "consti-
tutional" money. The April/ 1985 issue of The Upright Ostrich
was devoted solely to the farm crisis and also carried a large
ad for a standard text on the Posse Comitatus/ Anderson on Sheriffs.
The Ostrich is typical of the literature that links the farm
crisis to the Federal Reserve and the Federal Reserve to anti-Semitic
conspiracy theories. For example/ in the article entitled "No
Farmers/ No Food" the Ostrich lifts the veil on their conspiracy
theory of the "real" forces behind the Federal Reserve. They
quote from a book by Eustace Mullins entitled The World Order:
A Study in the Hegemony of Parasitism.

"The Rothchilds have always controlled the MORGAN and
ROCKEFELLER operations as well as the foundations set up
by these front men to control the people of the United
States....The Rothchilds rule the U.S. through their
foundations/ the Council of Foreign Relations and the
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM/ with no serious challenge to their
power...."

The Ostrich also advertises its own packet of materials to "STOP
FORECLOSURES"/ which is available for only $45. This publication
is significant because it brings together in its pages some
of the more elaborate constitutional and legal theories of the
far right. The advertisements carried in its pages provide
a road map to the netherworld of snake oil salesmen and charlatans/
each of whom is promoting their particular brand of extremism.
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The Patriots Information Network

The April/ 1985 issue of The Upright Ostrich also plugged Conrad
LeBeau/ whose Patriots Information Network newsletter regularly
carries information about "legal karate kits" to stop farm fore-
closures. LeBeau's widely circulated newsletter also targets
the Federal Reserve System and "unconstitutional" money as the
source of the current farm crisis. However/ LeBeau's conspiracy
theories are the "soft" kind/ and direct discussion of an "Inter-
national Jewish Conspiracy" is not found among his advice for
pro-se legal procedures and land patents as methods to stop
farm foreclosures. In fact/ LeBeau, who occasionally makes
speaking tours across the Farm Belt/ markets a whole range of
legal information about credit/ trial discovery/ bankruptcy
options and/ of course/ the "constitutional" basis of gold and
silver money. These printed packets are sold along with video
and audio cassette tapes. In addition/ LeBeau promotes various
"seminars" by himself and others that are marketed to desperate
farmers. However/ the politics behind the "legal karate kits"
occasionally slip out. For example/ LeBeau's July newsletter
carried a small panagyric to the recently departed Sheldon Emry.

"Pastor Sheldon Emry died of heart failure on....June 6,
1985....We salute you/ Pastor Emry/ for your dedication
and life's long work and our prayers are with you as you
enter Yahweh's kingdom."

Emry was a long-time Identity minister. His booklet "Billions
for Bankers/ Debts for the People" has been widely circulated
across the Farm Belt ever since it was published in 1982. In
it Emry said:

"Germany issued debt-free and interest-free money from
1935 and on/ accounting for its startling rise from the
depression to a world power in 5 years. Germany financed
its entire government and war operation from 1935 to 1945
without gold and without debt/ and it took the whole
Capitalist and Communist world to destroy the German power
over Europe and bring Europe back under the heels of the
Bankers."

However/ LeBeau is careful not to directly associate himself
with the racist views of Christian Identity. In his August '85
newsletter he says:

"I do not share in the philosophy of those who want to
ship all the blacks to Africa and the jews (sic) to Israel.
These people are just as much God's children as we are-
While it is true that most of the international bankers
call themselves jews (sic)/ it is not true that all jews
(sic) are international bankers."

Instead/ LeBeau's role is to provide the information that embroils
farmers in phoney legal strategies over a long enough period
of time that they become full-fledged recruits to the Far Right.
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One Iowan who has bought LeBeau's schemes in a desperate effort
to save his 250 acre farm is Wayland farmer Arley Boese. Using
information from the PIN "legal karate kit"/ Boese has filed
suit against 50 Iowa officials/ from attorney general Tom Miller
to a Henry County deputy Sheriff. One such strategy/ the filing
of a "common law lien" to protect one's property from foreclosure/
which was employed by Boese/ was rejected on appeal by the Iowa
Supreme Court in 1985.

Boese, however, is not alone in his interest with Conrad LeBeau.
On December 14, 1984, approximately 75 Southern Iowa farmers
came to the Centerville Sale Barn to hear LeBeau speak on credit
and foreclosure issues. He did a brisk business with the sale
of materials during the course of that meeting. Since that
time, LeBeau has returned to Iowa at the request of different
farmers and far-right activists.

The National Agricultural Press Association (NAPA)

Both The Upright Ostrich and LeBeau's newsletter are similar
to a bold anti-Semitic organizing project known as the National
Agricultural Press Association (NAPA). Although Rick Elliott
from Brighton, Colorado is the principal figure in NAPA, it
is an organization with chapters dotted across the United States.
Elliott originally published a tabloid newspaper, The Primrose
and Cattlemen's Gazette. The Gazette claimed a readership of
40,000, although our guess is that figure was inflated for the
benefit of potential advertisers. And the Gazette carried ads
for stock sales, implement dealers, and other agriculturally
related news. It also carried articles of anti-Semitic drivel
written by Elliott himself as well as by his "International
Director" Bud Farrell. In addition, the Gazette carried a serialized
version of "The Hidden Tyranny" and an article entitled "How
the Jewish Question Touches the Farm" from Henry Ford's old
anti-Semitic tract The International Jew. Perhaps even more
importantly, the Gazette carried ads for the neo-Nazi organizations,
the Aryan Nation and the National Alliance. At the time Elliott
was publishing the Gazette, he had hired David Eden Lane as
a guard for his building. Lane is a self-avowed Klansman who
is currently on trial, along with other members of The Order,
for a wave of armed robberies, murder and other criminal acts.

During the fall of 1983, Elliott began criss-crossing the Farm
Belt with a loan-frachise scheme. Wild rumors about the sources
of large sums of money at fantastically low interest rates
followed Elliott across the Midwest. At every available opportunity
he would sell NAPA memberships for $30 a piece. Chapter rights
went for $500 and sub-chapter rights for $100. Despite promises
about the availability of loan money that suckered desperate
farmers at practically every meeting, none ever appeared. Elliott
also promoted the ever-popular pro-se legal strategies and land
patents to his audiences. Like LeBeau and a half dozen others,
NAPA sells canned legal briefs and brought people to Brighton
for seminars on "constitutional law" and "constitutional money".
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Elliott developed a significant base among sections of the farm
protest movement. At the time he was still National Spokesman
for Grassroots AAM, Alvin Jenkins urged readers of the defunct
American Agriculture News to subscribe to the Gazette. Elliott
also shared the speaker's plateform with other members of the
Far Right. For example/ he spoke with Lyndon LaRouche at a
forum organized in Unadilla/ Georgia by that State's AAM leader
in November/ 1983. He was still doing the same kind of thing
a year later in Minnesota.

Nebraska farmer Arthur Kirk was perhaps Elliott's most famous
NAPA member. He and his wife Delores were NAPA organizers around
their home territory in Grand Island/ Nebraska. Arthur Kirk
died in a shoot-out with a SWAT team at his farm in November/
1984. During the summer of 1985/ Delores Kirk was still peddling
her anti-Jewish conspiracy theories on a speaking tour of small
towns in western Iowa. When on tour/ she stayed at the home
of Brian Brunning/ a Holstein area farmer/ who had earlier paid
Rick Elliott the sum of $500 to charter an Iowa NAPA chapter.

Brunning was not the first Iowa farmer to pay Elliott money
for the purposes of trying to charter a chapter within the State.
Jim Stultz, who gave Elliott $500 during the fall of 1983, held
several meetings in Iowa selling NAPA memberships/ promoting
common-law liens/ selling land patents/ truth-in-lending suits
and promoting Elliott's loan schemes. Stulz attended NAPA "legal
seminars" in Colorado and returned to Iowa to form the State
organization. One southern Iowa farmer/ who applied for a loan
through NAPA/ was Danny L. Milburn of Cincinnati in Appanoose
County. Despite the failure of NAPA's early efforts in Iowa/
Milburn stayed involved in similar activities/ promoting the
December 14/ 1984 appearance of LeBeau in Centerville. Another
key figure in southern Iowa/ who has promoted the use of common-law
liens, is Unionville resident Evelyn Burger. According to a
March 11, 1985 Des Moines Register article/ not only did Burger
provide Milburn with his common-law lien forms/ but she notarized
them as well. Burger has admitted to initiating the formation
of a Southeast Iowa NAPA sub-chapter, along with her husband
Cliff. Burger now claims to have quit NAPA, along with Stulz.
Intervention by the Iowa Attorney General and his Farm Division
staff is the predominant reason for the early failure of NAPA
here in the State.

By March/ 1985, however, Elliott had returned to Iowa, peddling
his legal strategies to distressed farmers once again. Approximately
80 farmers attended a Sunday, March 10th meeting in Guthrie
Center, Iowa. He stayed an additional day to conduct a follow-up
seminar for 17 farmers and collected a total of $1,100 to $1,200,
according to a March 17 Des Moines Register article.

Elliott's persistence has paid off. Brunning's Northwest Iowa
group has held regular meetings throughout much of 1985, often
located in the American Legion Hall in Galva. Between 40 and
90 farmers are usually in attendance. And, although the Galva
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meetings do not take on the anti-Semitic overtones of some NAPA
gatherings elsewhere/ and those who participate do derive substantial
moral support from the meetings/ the group's leadership does
maintain communication with Elliott. Letters from "Rick" are
occasionally read aloud and copies of his new newsletter/ The
Grassroots Courier/ published after the demise of The Primrose
& Cattleman's Gazette/ are circulated.

In fact/ even after a Rochester/ Minnesota newspaper revealed
that Elliott had a criminal record dating back to the early
1960's/ and after he was indicted for grand larceny in cases
involving his own supporters/ he continued to draw large crowds
of farmers throughout the fall and winter of 1984/1985. Elliott's
trial on 19 counts of theft and fraud started on December 9,
1985 in Colorado. He is accused of stealing over $250/000 from
NAPA members and some of his own closest associates/ including
large sums from his erstwhile "International Director" Bud Farrell.

Iowa is not the only State with NAPA activity. Vol. 1/ No. 1
(Jan./ 1985) of The Courier listed 18 chapters and sub-chapters
in the States of Kansas/ North Carolina/ Oklahoma/ North Dakota/
Texas/ Minnesota/ Nebraska/ Georgia/ Tennessee/ South Dakota
and Iowa. A total of 11 States. Northwest Iowa farmers Brian
Brunning/ Randy Dau and Ardell Stamp had their names listed
in that issue/ accompanying a display advertisement for the
Iowa State NAPA Chapter. The ad carried a RR 1/ Holstein address.

The LaRouche Cult/ Schiller Institute and NDPC

Unlike the Posse-type organizations with their loose-knit structure
and plethora of small circulation newsletters/ the Schiller
Institute is part of a well-oiled/ highly sophisticated political
machine. The Schiller Institute was created in 1984 as a front
for Lyndon LaRouche and his cult/ the National Caucus of Labor
Committees. LaRouche has also operated through a group he calls
the National Democratic Policy Committee. The name has confused
many unsuspecting people into believing that the group is a
legitimate part of the Democratic Party. In fact/ LaRouche
ran in the Democrats' presidential primaries in both 1980 and
1984. LaRouche wound up running as an Independent in the fall
of 1984 and spent over six million dollars in his campaign.
The NDPC fielded over 2/000 candidates across the nation throughout
the election season/ at a cost estimated to be over twenty million
dollars.

Both the NDPC and the Schiller Institute have made a significant
effort to recruit farmers. They have adopted parity farm prices
and defense of family farming as part of their platform. LaRouche
picked a Mississippi farmer/ Billy Davis/ as his running mate
in 1984. Don Scott/ a farmer from Champaign County/ Ohio/ won
the Ohio 7th Congressional District Democratic primary as a
LaRouche supporter. Davis continues to serve as the coordinator
of the farmer-organizer network inside the LaRouche camp.
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LaRouche organizers are more likely to stress literature distribution
and'local election campaigns than their friends in the Posse.
But they all share the same enemies: the Federal Reserve/ the
International Monetary Fund/ the Trilateral Commission and the
"conspiracies" behind them.

Although the LaRouche apparatus ran no candidates for office
in Iowa in 1984/ and/ overall/ his base of operations within
the State is small/ he has maintained a presence here, particularly
surrounding key public events/ such as the February 17/ 1985
Farm Rally held in Ames. Both there and at the Presidential
Forum on Agriculture and Rural Life/ which was held in January/
1984/ LaRouche organizers were on the scene. They distributed
literature and engaged in recruitment. On both occasions/ rooms
in nearby hotels were rented for meeting and "hospitality" purposes.
Curious farmers were invited to attend programs/ or come by
and visit/ at those other locations. A concerted effort was
made to get LaRouche himself on the 1984 Forum platform/ along
with Democratic presidential candidates George McGovern/ Gary
Hart/ Walter Mondale and others. When the Iowa Farm Unity Coalition,
the Forum sponsor/ refused/ LaRouche organizers made harrassing
phone calls and later/ the day of the event/ circulated a flyer
claiming that the Coalition's exclusion of LaRouche was "engineered
by the KGB's fifth column in the U.S. - the Andropov Democrats".

THE POPULIST PARTY

The Populist Party contains within itself all of the major political
elements that are present throughout the Far Right effort among
farmers and the rural population. And/ although the Party is
plagued by internal difficulties as well as other difficulties
attendant upon its "third party" status/ some of the Populist's
most successful organizing is going on in the rural Midwest.

The Populist Party was formed in the spring of 1984 as a joint
effort centered around the Liberty Lobby and the remains of
the American Independent Party. The guiding hand inside the
Party has been the Liberty Lobby's long-time racist and anti-Semitic
leader Willis Carto. Carto edited and wrote the major portions
of a book that has been the Party's bible/ Profiles in Populism/
and has exercised a direct influence on the Party's day-to-day
affairs through both his role in the Party's National Executive
Committee and his control of the weekly tabloid The Spotlight.
The Spotlight has served as the Party's major voice since the
Populist's inception/ and it claims a circulation in excess
of 300,000. Literally tens of thousands of Spotlights are mailed
into the Midwest from the Liberty Lobby's Washington/ D.C. headquarters.
The Populist Party's first chairman was long-time Mississippi
Klansman Robert Weems. Klansmen, Posse members and other neo-Nazis
are peppered throughout the organizational core of the Populists.
(For a complete analysis of the Populist Party from its inception
through October/ 1984 see It's not Populism/ available from
the Center for Democratic Renewal/ formerly the National Anti-Klan
Network.)
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The Party has had its share of internal difficulties. Fred
Siepold/ the Party's third chairman in eighteen short months/
has recently been replaced. Former Olympic champion Bob Richards/
who was the Party's presidential candidate in 1984, had a falling
out with the Party leadership in the middle of the campaign
and left soon after. The Party's Alabama affiliate/ the Alabama
Conservative Party, also left/ amid charges that the Party was
controlled by hard-core racists. The Kansas Conservative Party
also left/ taking with it the State chairman/ a former university
professor. The Kansas State organization is now led by Keith
Shive, the self-proclaimed leader of the Farmers Liberation
Army. At least part of the dispute in Kansas centered on the
Party's platform, which includes a call for parity agricultural
prices. Throughout 1985/ The Spotlight carried stories of the
Party's organization and re-organization in different States.
Some of the Party's difficulties lay in the un-democratic way
it handles its internal affairs. And some of the difficulties
stem from trying to maintain its ideological core on the one
hand and projecting itself as the modern-day incarnation of
Jefferson, Jackson and Bryan on the other. For example, the
pathetically small Missouri State party had its convention shortly
after the police had disarmed the Covenant, Sword and Arm of
the Lord encampment, and there was no wide-spread agreement
with the State chair's condemnation of the armed Identity camp.
Former Klansman and neo-Nazi Ralph Forbes has led a tendency
in the Party that calls for abandoning the attempt to conceal
its members' racism. Nevertheless, in 1984, the Populist Party
attracted almost 64,000 votes in the fourteen States it was
on the ballot. Within the ranks of the marginal third parties,
their showing was very respectable. They spent a little over
one million dollars in the presidential campaign, most of that
went to advertising in The Spotlight. The LaRouche presidential
campaign spent over $5 million more and received only 14,000
more votes. Our conclusion is that, despite its apparent weaknesses,
the Populist Party represents the most serious effort on the
Far Right to capture the constituency demonstrated by George
Wallace in 1968.

The Populist Party has attempted to gain the support of family
farmers from its inception. One passing reference in The Spotlight
referred to farmers and independent truckers as the "cutting
edge" of populism. In the Party's 1984 platform they promised
"price parity to family farmers but not agri-business corporations
or absentee owners". Populist Party organizers show up at most
farm protest rallies to hand out literature and buttonhole people.
At a number of the more important rallies the Populists have
been able to speak from the platform, along with other farm
leaders.

A major Party effort is currently underway in Iowa. Iowa is
the home State of Don Kimball. Kimball is a member of the Party's
National Executive Committee and their Midwest Regional Coordinator.
He served two terms as a Republican member of the Iowa House
in the late fifties. In 1978 he was sentenced to three years
in jail after pleading guilty to two counts of fraud involving
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the planned purchase of a bank. The Party's State chairman
is Betty McConkey. In 1970 McConkey was sentenced to five years
in jail and fined $5/000 after being found guilty of bilking
a Minnesota farmer out of $180/000. With Kimball and McConkey
at the helm/ the Iowa Populist Party has filed suit against
the Federal Reserve Board in United States District Court.
They have charged the Board with fraud/ conspiracy and the intentional
infliction of emotional distress. The Party claimed to be filing
the suit on behalf of 100 of its farmer members. And the Party's
Vice Chairman for Agriculture/ Nebraska farmer Rolland Victor/
is attempting to spread the suit to other States. The lawsuit
is a clever effort to direct farmers' organizing efforts at
one of the Far Right's main targets/ the Federal Reserve. And
the literature that Kansas State Populist Chairman Keith Shive
circulates/ claims that the Federal Reserve is owned by the
"Rothchilds....Lazares Brothers.... Israel Moses Seaf of Italy....".

-

The Party's organizing efforts in Iowa have not gone unrewarded.
Attendance at the Party's State Convention in April of 1985
jumped to 120 from the previous September/ when 80 people attended
the State organization's founding meeting. And a September
10/ 1985 special election held in Senate District 45/ immediately
west of Des Moines/ was lauded as a success by Party officials
even though their candidate/ John Vogel/ a Yale farmer/ lost
by a large margin. What the Party was able to demonstrate/
however/ was their ability to turn out a substantial portion
of the vote in selected areas where they had committed organizers.
For example/ in 12 out of the 60 precincts in the District/
Vogel garnered between 12% and 30% of the vote.

Like elsewhere/ the Iowa Populist Party has its share of racists/
neo-Nazis/ anti-Semites and far-right elements. For example/
the first annual report of the Party/ authored by Chairwoman
Betty McConkey/ lists Edward Murphy as the 3rd District Congressional
Chairman and Paul Johnson as the 5th District Congressional
Chairman. Murphey/ a John Deere foundry worker and Waterloo
resident/ is a self-avowed supporter of the white supremacist
group Aryan Nations. In a November 8/ 1985 interview with The
Northern Iowan> Murphey stated: "Federal employees are either
Jews or the pawns of Jews." And in a November 10 broadcast
of Iowa Illustrated/ a program of Waterloo's KWWL TV station/
Murphey espoused similar sentiments/ including advocating the
killing of Jews. Paul Johnson/ who dropped out of the Iowa
Party after Weems resigned as National Chairman/ sells racist
and anti-Semitic video tapes out of his home in Red Oak/ Iowa.
A catalogue of 71 VHS and Beta tapes offers sermons by Christian
Identity "minister" Thorn Robb/ messages by Identity speaker
Jack Mohr/ video versions of radio broadcasts given by Sheldon
Emry and more. Also included in the catalogue are tapes of
Keith Shive/ the self-proclaimed leader of the Kansas-based
Farmers Liberation Army/ copies of the TV coverage of the Arthur
Kirk incident and tapes of Johnson himself/ espousing Identity
philosophy. Johnson advertised the catalogue in the Aug./ 1985
edition of The Torch/ a National Christian Identity tabloid/
which is published out of Bass/ Arkansas.
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"Now you can turn your TV into a propaganda tool for
liberty....You can listen to speeches by Pete Peters/ Bob
Weems and Louis Beam, or hear tapes dealing with the
"rapture, Identity or drugs. Many available. Get them
all - but first get the catalogue.",

read the ad in part. It carried Johnson's Red Oak address.

Listed also in the Party's annual report is Glyde Miller, the
Johnson County chairman. Miller, a self-proclaimed "constitutional
consultant", is a retired agent of Rusco Window Company. In
August of 1984 he filed suit against Iowa City attorney David
Brown, Police Chief Harvey Miller, City Patrolman Patrick Tadlock,
Johnson County Magistrate Stephan J. Gerard and eight others,
demanding a total of $960,000 in damages. In addition to filing
suit, he placed liens on the real and personal property of the
same individuals in November of the same year. The initial
suits stemmed, apparently, from Miller's 1984 arrest for driving
with an invalid license. He contended that it was a violation
of his rights to force him to comply with Iowa's driver licensing
law. On December 14, 1984 Judge W. C. Stuart, chief judge of
the Southern Iowa District, dismissed Miller's complaint and
ordered all liens on the defendants' property dissolved. In
addition to identifying him as a "Constitutional Consultant",
Miller's business card proclaims his affiliation with the Iowa
Society for Educated Citizens.

According to the Party's own 1984-85 report, they collected
$12,489 in donations, dues, loans and registration fees. They
were successful in collecting 1250 signatures but, due to other
complications, were unable to obtain ballot status for the Party
in the 1984 presidential elections.

The constellation of forces around the Liberty Lobby, The Spotlight
and the Populist Party sometimes has difficulty keeping up
with the fast pace of events that surround the farm crisis.
For example, in The Spotlight's June 3, 1985 edition Don Kimball
said the Farm Policy Act would "create more government interference,
more enslaving loans at high interest rates" and called one
of the Bill's sponsors, Tom Harkin, a "socialist and an opportunist.
a tool of the Eastern International Establishment". However,
after it became apparent that major sections of the farmers'
movement supported the Bill, the September 2, 1985 Spotlight
carried a favorable review of the Bill and, without mentioning
Harkin, claimed it was the "most promising" of the bills currently
in Congress. However, the significance of this constellation
of forces' continual effort to intervene in the farm crisis
should not be underestimated. After reading several issues
of The Spotlight claiming that the Nazi genocide of the European
Jews was a hoax, that foreign aid to Israel prevents farmers
from receiving economic justice and that the Federal Reserve
is controlled by "Internationalists" seeking to disenfranchise
farmers, the message becomes clear. And, despite protestations
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by the Populists that they are "anti-Zionist" but not "anti-Semitic"/
they openly mimic the Nazis by claiming in Carto's book Profiles
in Populism that Zionism is

"A secular conspiratorial scheme....which/ allied with
the power of the supercapitalists/ effectively controls
all aspects of Western political/ intellectual/ religious
and cultural l ife."

Despite whatever differences may occur over strategy and tactics/
the Populists' vision of America is not/ in the end/ fundamentally
different from the Aryan Nations and The Order's war against
ZOG (Zionist Occupational Government). In fact/ the attempt to
win a mass base for their philosophy among economically distressed
farmers makes the "soft-sell" approach a greater long-term danger.

AUTHORS' STATEMENT

In the past five years/ racist and anti-Semitic groups have
been able to honeycomb the Farm Belt with an organizational
infrastructure. Using the tactics we have described above,
they have become stronger each year as the farm crisis deepens.
Although their growth has not been a straight line projection,
our estimate is that the coming year will bring more recruits
into their ranks. In a number of geographic areas they have
been able to surpass the level of organization associated with
an infrastructure and have developed a real "mass" following.
Two or three dozen members in a rural county amount to a significant
force.

The Center for Democratic Renewal believes that the cancer of
racism and anti-Semitism must be actively opposed in order to
prevent it from spreading further. If allowed to take hold
among vulnerable section of the rural population, eventually
the whole body politic can become threatened.

Prairiefire Rural Action is dedicated to constructive, non-violent
advocacy efforts on behalf of farm and rural people. Farmers
in financial distress must be given the resources and information
they need in order to maintain their dignity and livelihood.

The Iowa Farm Unity Coalition rejects the racist, violent and
anti-Semitic activities of individuals and organizations in
the Farm Belt and is committed to building a constructive and
democratic mevement for positive change. By offering sensible
solutions to complex problems and providing farmers and rural
people with effective avenues for action, much can be done to
stop the growth of the radical right.
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